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all has definitely arrived, with its
shorter days, wind and rain. However,
on the positive side, there will be fewer
outdoor activities you either want or have
to do, and as such, more time will be freed
up to spend in your workshop or studio.
Our September meeting was well
attended, and membership renewal was
brisk. However, at this time only slightly
more than half of our members have
signed up. Please support your Guild by
renewing at the October meeting. As you
know, the benefits of membership are
numerous, but without dues-paying members, we will not be able to continue to
offer them. Everything we do, including
the meetings, guest demonstrators, classes,
the website and this newsletter, requires
some funding. I am sure that all of you will
agree that our modest membership fee is a
small price to pay for these benefits.
I take my hat off to Mitchell Visser, our
demonstrator at the September meeting.
Pen turning is something that most of our
members have probably done at some
point, since they can be made on any size
of lathe and the resulting pen is a useful
and beautiful object that makes a perfect
gift. Despite this, everyone at the meeting
watched the demo with great interest. I did
myself, and I have probably made close to
100 pens. The presentation was well-thought out and prepared, and the information given was great. Well done,
Mitchell. It was particularly nice to see a

NEXT MEETING

Forum on Form & Finish:-

Wednesday
Oct. 22, 2008 - 6:30

Focus on Fundamentals:-

Sapperton
Pensioners' Hall
318 Keary St.,
New Westminster

October 2008

No Forum at this meeting.
No presentations at this meeting

Two Main Events:Ross Pilgrim:An Overview of Segmented Turning”
Jim Johnson:Turning a Bird House”

new face up front. As you saw, you do not
have to have been turning since the dawn
of time, nor do you have to have spent
every spare moment in front of your lathe
to be a good demonstrator. I urge you to
consider what you could show the Guild,
and contact one of our “gang of three” and
volunteer.
The Green Trees Show at the Trade-X will
be held on October 17, 18 and 19, 2008. I
am looking forward to seeing how new
management and a new venue will revitalize this show. I am very pleased that the
Fraser Valley Woodturners Guild and the
GVWG are collaborating to make our gallery and demonstration booths a success,
and I look forward to meeting more of
their members during my volunteer shift
there. If you have not already signed up,
contact Merv Graham at 604-272-3525 or
mervgraham@shaw.ca .
Speaking of the FVWG, I was recently
looking at their website and newsletter, at
http://www.fvwg.ca. They have updated
the look of both, and it does look good.
Take a look - after you have read this newsletter, of course! Our own website update
is in the works, and you will see those
changes in the coming month. If you have
any suggestions about what you would like
to see on our website, talk to Steve Hansen.
See you all at the meeting on the 22nd.
Note that the President’s Challenge for the
October meeting is “CONTRAST”.

October Food Suppliers:
Bruce Campbell, Lorne Cawley, Thom
Chadwick, Adam Christiaanse, David
Clark, Dennis Cloutier

November Food Suppliers:Wayne Cornet, Frank Cullis, Allan
Cusworth, Ivan Cvekic, Mike (Ace)
Dawson, Kerry Deane-Cloutier
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Greater Vancouver Woodturners Guild

We Are a Guild of Volunteers
Larry Stevenson
As you all know we are a guild made up entirely of
volunteers. I am part of the team that organizes the
demo’s that occur at each of our meeting. We have
had many of the same people do the demo’s over
the years and “The Group of 3” (Marco Berera,
Larry Stevenson and Steve Hansen) are trying to
get other members involved to do a demonstration.

An Opportunity
Not a Sentence
This can be an opportunity rather than a sentence
for you to step forward and participate. If you feel
you have nothing unique to demonstrate but are
willing we can give you a few topics to choose
from. It is a great way to learn something new.
This is the case for Ed Pretty who stepped forward
when I suggested a project in turning soapstone. Ed
had soapstone on hand and this was an opportunity
to learn how to deal with it and share that with our
guild membership. Thanks for stepping forward
Ed!!
I would also like to thank Gerry Vickers, Neil Elmer,
Steve Fairbairn, Des Wilson, Ed Auld, and Ken
Ayres for being willing to get involved.
As a member of this guild I can honestly say how
much I appreciate all of those that are willing to
become involved. I do know that some of you are
terrified to do a presentation and there is many
other ways that you can participate as a volunteer.
We need people to step forward and say “I will be
responsible for ensuring that the video equipment is
set up every meeting.” If we had two people step up
that would be even better. That would mean we had
coverage if one couldn’t make the meeting. We are

THE GROUP OF 3
Marco Berera
Larry Stevenson
Steve Hansen
Contact any of the above
If you wish to do a demonstration

willing to train you and support you in whatever
you are willing to do to help.
People willing to come a bit early and help set up
the room are always appreciated. And don’t forget
the room also needs taking down.
Maybe you can see an opportunity that hasn’t been
identified yet. Someone may be willing to phone up
the people responsible for treats at the meeting a
few days early as a reminder. Whatever you can
think of, contact our Volunteer Coordinator, Jim
Johnson.
It would be great if we had so many volunteers that
we had to go looking for tasks rather than the other
way around.

Please get involved.
Your guild needs you.

Membership Drive Continues
It promises to be a fun filled year
so Merv and Claudia are looking
forward to seeing you at the
registration table October 22

Education & Entertainment
Only $40.00

Marco Photo

Larry & Jim - Asking for Volunteers
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SEPTEMBER MAIN EVENT:- Mitchell Visser

Introduction to Pen Turning
Basic Considerations, Tools and Options
“The act of putting pen to paper encourages pause for thought, this in turn
makes us think more deeply about life,
which helps us regain our equilibrium.”
Norbet Platt
- President of Montblanc

Fountain

and uses pens, and surprisingly some people will
prefer a pen to anything else you can make on the
lathe.
If you have never turned a pen, this may be the introductory article you need. I got all my training from
the internet and trial and error, and have only made
30 pens, so consider my words an introduction into
the world of making pens. If you are an experienced
pen turner maybe you can pull an idea from this article to make the reading worth your time.
The tools and equipment to make pens are pretty
simple. Any lathe can be used to spin the wood –
pens are small and don’t have much mass so it is
easy to spin on a mini lathe. As for the cutting tools,
use the ones that are most comfortable for you. The
final thickness of the wood is 2-5 mm. It is difficult to
fix mistakes. Practice with your tools on other projects where the final geometry is not fixed and errors
can become opportunities. Unless you tell, no one
will know you used a scraper instead of a skew.
You will need a few special tools to make pens: a pen
mandrel plus bushings (bushings are sized for the
pen kit) to support the spinning blocks of wood and
keep the centers aligned, a drill to bore the center
hole, and a pen mill to square the ends allowing
proper alignment on the mandrel. Unless you are
going to make the equipment yourself, expect to
spend about $100.
Once you have the equipment, select the material
and the pen kit. Material is only limited by your
imagination and what you can cut on a lathe. You
can use any of the following materials: wood, aluminum, animal horn, stabilized woods, acrylics, celluloid, rattle skin, corncobs, antler, ... etc. The possibilities are endless. This is an opportunity to make

Pen

continued on page 4

Marco Photo

Mitchell Visser September demonstrator
By: Mitchell Visser
Need a gift idea? Do you have friends and family that
nod pleasantly when you show them a bowl that
stretched your creative and technical skills, but don’t
really appreciate what they are seeing? Maybe you
only have limited time to make something. Perhaps
you need a project to do with a nephew who isn’t
going to watch you hollow a bowl for an hour and is
older than the top making demo you gave last year.
Maybe you have small pieces of exotic wood with no
idea what to do with them but don’t want to throw
them in the garbage. Well stop having the pen blank
burning parties and remember that everyone needs

Segmented
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Introduction to Pen Turning
continued from page 3
that pen unique and match your pen user’s personal
taste. A vegetarian may not appreciate a pen made
from an antler but would be thrilled to have one
made from a stabilized corncob. My personal experience and my low quality drill press favour using
larger pen blanks (1” x 1”) to give me more room for
drill bit wandering and misalignment.
There are many types of different pen kits available. I
would suggest limiting yourself to a couple styles.
You can’t make every pen type and one large and
one small will fit most people’s hands. There are
many different styles to choose from. Browse the
internet to see what is available. I recommend pick a
style that you haven’t seen your fellow club members
turning – it will make your pen more unique and add
to the intimacy of the pen. If you are curious, I mainly
use the “Statesman” Kit from USA Craft Supply. Pen
kits range in price from $5 to $150. Within limits, the
better quality kits are going to cost more. I have had
good experience with the Rhodium plated pen parts.
They are more money but the finish lasts five times
longer than the gold plated parts.
If you are planning on selling your pens, make sure
you consider customer support and costs. If you are
charging $100+ for a pen the customer is most likely
going to expect a warrantee – at $25 if it works for 6
months the customer will most likely be happy. As
for what to charge for your pen, it is very easy to
underestimate your costs and unfairly undercut the
market values of custom wooden pens. Make sure
you consider things like; kit costs, finishing supplies,

tool wear, shop supplies and your time.
Now that the preamble
is completed, here are
the
basic
steps
required to make a
pen.
1. Read the pen kit
instructions - it is simple to do and can save
you ruining the pen
because you couldn’t
Pen Blank with Brass
assemble the turned
parts. DO NOT test fit Tubes Glued in Place
the pen kit components Pen Mill is used to
as most pen kits are a Square End
one time assembly.
2. Cut the material you
have chosen to the correct lengths and drill the center hole for the brass tubes. I would recommend
making the pieces a little longer than necessary to
allow for drill bit wander and then use the pen mill to
square the ends. If it is important to align the grain
pattern, mark the parts before you cut. I also recommend drilling towards the cutting line where the
pen blanks meet because the end where you start the
drill hole tends to expand beyond the original size
and may require more clean up with the pen mill.
3. Roughen up the brass tubes to allow better adhesion and glue them into position. You can use a variety of different glues and your material selection and
patience will dictate the best solution. I use thick and
thin cyanoacrylate glue because it works on wood
and brass and it is quick setting.
4. Pen mill the ends to provide a square clean edge
continued on page 5

Typical Pen Kit

Pen Mandrel & Bushings

Photo from USA Craft Supply

photo from Lee Valley

Pen Mill

photo from Lee Valley
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Introduction to Pen Turning
continued from page 4
to mount the parts on the lathe and to ensure proper
fit during assembly. You may be tempted to skip this
part and believe you have a good square hole but
remember that any error is magnified when you have
a small object that is held closely and used frequently. I always manually insert and turn the pen
mill in the prepared blank to ensure proper fit before

Pen Blank
Mounted on
the Mandrel
with the
Bushings
turning on the power to make sure that the glue residue and overspill is not going to misdirect the pen
mill and chew up my brass tube. You will only not do
this simple step once because having to re-cut a pen
blank and glue in a new tube is not as exciting as it
sounds.
5. Mount on lathe with the pen mandrel using the

proper bushings to allow you to size the mating surfaces with the kit you have purchased.
6. Turn to near final shape – this depends on your
skill. I typically leave 1.5 mm from final shape before
I start sanding. I am not accomplished with my turning tools and I would rather spend five minutes extra
sanding than risk a tear-out so close to the finished
size where there is no opportunity to recover.
7. Sand to final shape (+ 600 grit). As with all sanding, start with courser grains (120 -180 grit) and
remove all tool marks. Subsequent grits should only
be removing the previous grits scratches. When moving to finer grits proceed in steps no greater than 50%
of the current grit (e.g. 120 to 180 not 220, 220 to
330 not 400). It is truly a painstaking exercise to
remove a tool marks with 400 grit sandpaper.
Note: Many people will want to apply finish at this
point and turn off the lathe. 600 grit is good for most
projects – I go this fine on most projects but on a pen
that is held at nose length, 600 grit still has lots of
visible scratches. Spend the extra 15 minutes to polish and your customer will appreciate the effort.
8. Polish your pen – I use “micro-mesh” and polish to
3600 grit before applying my finish.
continued on page 6

When Making A Pen You Should Remember The Following
• Pens are small – this means if you want wood
grain to show or a pattern to be visible, they
need it to be on a scale that will show up on
something the size of a pen.
• Pens are something that can be used every
day – unlike many other things you will turn, if
you give a pen to someone, they will use it, or
want to use it almost every day. This means if
you want your gift to be used this way, you
need to style it so that it is comfortable to hold
and write with, and suitable to use each day.
• Pens are intimate – this is a harder item to
quantify, but just as important. This is a person’s style. The person is going to use this pen
and, if they like pens, will be an extension of
themselves. The pen a person uses tells people
a little about themselves. You have people who
value their writing utensils like a disposable
Bic™ pen and those that will treat it like an

heirloom or status symbol. Pens fall into the
category between favorite clothes and a toothbrush – think of a pen as a favorite piece of
jewelry.
• Pens are held up close - This is not a vase or
piece of art put onto a shelf and admired, held
only when it needs dustings. This is held every
day and seen up close whenever it is used.
This means the flaws will be magnified compared to other projects. The pen’s owner is
going to appreciate the smooth finish and the
quality of the joints.
• Pens are abused – Even a pen lover, who uses
a pen on a daily basis, is going to have it rub
against other objects in a pocket or on a desk.
Sadly, they are even dropped. You won’t be
able to make a pen indestructible, but by
selecting dense hardwoods and a good finish
you will help ensure the pen has staying power.

If you keep these considerations in mind as you pick pen style, type of wood and finish
your pen will be appreciated for years to come.
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Introduction to Pen Turning
continued from page 5

turning the blank to the final size before sanding you
could probably cut the time in less than half. This
isn’t a business for me – I probably make 5-10 pens
a year and my pens are generally made to order.
My advice is to take the time to consider how you will
present the pen to the final user. When delivered in a
nice gift wrapped box wrapped with care, it will
enhance the experience. I include a “care card” with
information about the wood and finish on the pen to
enhance the end users experience. I often package
my pen with a small notebook that has a “brand”
band around book. This gives you an opportunity to

Final Polished Pen Parts still on the Lathe
9. My preferred finish is to use boiled linseed oil and
medium cyanoacrylate. Using a paper towel, soak
the end in the oil and apply to pen. Using the same
piece of oiled paper towel, hold it up to the piece
from below and apply a small amount of cyanoacrylate at the point between the paper towel and the pen
and smooth out over the entire pen surface. The glue
will set very quickly.
10. Remove the excess oil from the parts and re-polish to 3600 grit. Apply second or third coat until
the finish is to your preference.
11. Now polish to 12,000 grit. At this fine of a grit a
scratch is not visible to the human eye.
12. Remove the pen from the mandrel and clean up
any remaining oil.
13. Assemble pen according to the instructions and
enjoy. Again, refer to the instructions. It is disappointing to mess up at this stage and have only part suitable for a demonstration of what not to do instead of
a final pen.
The entire process of making pens one at a time
takes me about 1.5 hours each. You could save considerable time if you did the pens in batches and not
having to set up the drill press, jigs, lathe and gluing
for each pen. With practice and batch processing,

The Final
Gift Wrapped
Pen Package

If you decide to make some pens, I
wish you the best of luck and my
hope is that you enjoy the project.
Mitchell Visser
include your name and other information with the
pen. Pens don’t have a lot of room on them for identification. I wrap the pen in a small box using quality
wrapping paper. I have three different wrapping
papers that I typically use; black with a fine grey strip
(reversible red on the inside) - a masculine wrapping
or romantic, a copper (reversible with chocolate on
the inside) - more gender neutral and the multicolor
strip paper you see in the picture which appeals to
women. This gives me five different papers to choose
from to meet my clients’ needs. Add an appropriate
ribbon if required and your done.
The presentation is the final touch that
will separate your pen (or any other
project) from the ordinary.

Pen Ready to be Gift Wrapped

c
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BRUCE ASKS THE EXPERTS

Retired metallurgist on wear of turning tools
By Bruce Campbell
I attended the AAW National Symposium in
Richmond Virginia in June, 2008. The National is
always an exciting time where you get to see new
products, meet new turners, renew friendships and
make new ones. As usual, it was a packed schedule
so several events were scheduled on Friday evening
and it turned out that one of them was the most interesting and informative I attended. A metallurgist who
took up woodturning when he retired gave a talk on
wear in turning tools. He started by saying he was
very confused by all the claims and counter-claims of

Water-cooling HHS tools when grinding is rumoured to generate dangerous micro-cracks in the steel.
Experts agreed this is “urban legend”
tool manufacturers over tool performance. What
bothered him is that he could not find any data to
back up their claims. So, he recruited the
Engineering faculty of The University of Virginia to
perform a controlled, quantitative study using a
mechanical tool called a Ring Master (see
w w w. s h o p s m i t h . c o m / o w n e r s i t e / c a t a l o g /
ringmaster.htm if you want more information).
The study was well constructed, required no turning
skills from those doing the study and used two inde-

pendent ways of measuring wear; the resistance of
the DC motor that drove the cutters and scanning
electron microscope images that showed the degree
of wear on the used cutters. Both methods gave
remarkably similar results lending confidence in the
findings.
Another interesting finding relates to cryogenic tempering. The “buzz” or the last few years has been that
this new tempering method was going to significantly
improve tool performance. The study did not support
these claims. In fact, cryogenically tempered cutters
performed only as well (and sometimes less well)
than the same steel hot-tempered twice – and apparently the recommended tempering method calls for
hot-tempering to be done twice.
It was delightful to hear all the scientific and technological background in steel processing from professionals, retired steel workers and major steel executives. The whole study was supported by Crucible
Steel – one of the largest steel makers in the world –
and a senior executive of the company was there to
help in the discussion. In fact, his interest stemmed
from having recently taken up woodturning.
I now know that power metallurgy is used to make
finer alloys resulting in sharper tools. And I finally got
to ask “the experts” about water-cooling HHS tools
when grinding. It is rumoured to generate dangerous
micro-cracks in the steel. Pretty much all the experts
agreed that this was “urban legend”. Keep the tool
cool while grinding whether by cool wheels, slow
continued on page 8

Relative Wear of Steels in Woodturning Applications
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS
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Relative Wear

M2 is used as the reference
and is given a wear resistance
of 1.0. Everything else was
measured relative to that.
You can see that a number of
common steels are listed with
ASP60 (also known as 2060)
being the “best” with about
2.4 times the wear resistance
of M2. These results “feel”
right to me. I have M2, M4,
ASP30, ProPM, and ASP60
gouges and they do perform
just about how this chart predicts they should.
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OCTOBER DEMONSTRATOR

Michael Mocho from Albuquerque, New Mexico
By Allan Cusworth
Michael’s goal was to
present a vocabulary
of turning and off-lathe
techniques for us to
select items we wanted
to use. He injected little quips of humour
during the day to keep
Michael Mocho
his presentation not
only informative but also very enjoyable. Michael
gave us some very useful tips that can be used by
both the new and the experienced turners who
attended the demonstration.
One such “tid-bit” of wisdom was a way to make
sure the tailstock was clamped firmly in place while
mounting a spindle blank between centres. Place
you finger on the lathe bed touching the front of the
tailstock and you will feel whether the tailstock is
slipping back while your advancing the quill/ram.
Michael described how he made tool handles from
a piece of PVC pipe, textured and painted on the
outside and plugged with a piece of hardwood with
a hole to fit the tool shank and two set screws to
hold the tool shank in place.
He told us how he controlled his use of the skew.
The key is how you grip the tool. Put your index finger under the tool rest to hold the skew blade and
your thumb over the tool rest beside the blade to
form a stop. The other three fingers wrap around

BRUCE ASKS THE EXPERTS
continued from page 7
grinding, or water quenching. Blueing is OK but if
you get to cherry-red even with HSS your temper
could be gone.
I think the results of this study go a long way in helping people make informed decisions when buying
tools. It also may help us to understand why some
tools carrying the HSS designation are so appallingly
bad. Still, there are other factors to consider as well.
Flute design and tool flexibility are also important
and neither of these was covered in the study. So,
there is still work to be done but this is a great start.
Chart shows some commonly available
toolmakers and the steel they use.

the skew blade to complete the grip. Side to side
movement is limited but the blade can be controlled for accurate forward cuts with limited skating.
Chattering
Michael spent a lot of time discussing the creation
of patterns on both end and side grain with the

Listen for the “scream”
If the wood is not “yelling” at you
it’s not chattering
chattering process. Any tool can be a chatter tool.
Once you know the dynamics of cutting angles and
tool approach to the wood in the lathe, you can
reverse those principles and make any tool chatter.
Most of the time, to
chatter end grain, the
tool should follow a
7:30 (clock) line from
the centre of the piece
to the outside. Always
cut
below
centre.
Listen
for
the
“scream”. If the wood
is not “yelling” at you
continued on page 9 Grip that will control skew
MAKER
Ashley Iles
Canadian Tire set
Crown (red handle)
Crown (black handle)
Forester
Hamlet (white handle)
Hamlet (dark handle)
Henry Taylor standard
Henry Taylor Kryo
Oneway
P&N
Record
Sorby
Thompson

STEEL*
HSS – unknown grade
unknown
M2
ProPM
unknown
ASP30
ASP60
M2
M2 cryogenically tempered
M4 – PM
M2
HSS – unknown grade
HSS – unknown grade
CPM 10V (a.k.a. A-11)
*source – manufacturers web sites
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OCTOBER DEMONSTRATOR

Michael Mocho
continued from page 8

it’s not chattering. The faster the wood spins, the
farther apart the chatter pattern will be. Different
tool point directions will yield different patterns.
Texturing
Michael also covered surface texturing in great
detail. He showed us a wooden tool holder/clamp
that he made to fit the tool rest post hole. He used
this clamp with strategically placed holes in its
block to guide leather type, other punches, and cutters to make index spaced designs on the turned
piece. A spring was attached inside the block to
allow the punch to spring back after it was tapped
to make the design.
He also demonstrated the use of the different texturing wheels made by Robert Sorby. The real
secret to getting various texture patterns is learning
how to hold the different texturing wheels at the
correct angles against the wood surface. You need
to treat this tool like a negative rake scraper and
approach the wood in that direction.
Spiralling
One of the most frustrating tools that Michael demonstrated was the Sorby Spiralling tool. He said that
it takes a lot of practice to perfect the use of this
tool, but once you master it you can create a myriad of different spiral patterns. The top corner of the
teeth is the bevel that supports the cut.
Tool rest height is critical. A cut at centre will give a
different spiral patter than a cut below centre. Lathe
Wooden tool holder/
clamp fits the tool
rest post hole
It's used to make
equally spaced
designs on the
turned piece

Michael
Mocho
Hints

Wilkinson photo

Michael ready to do texturning wth the skew

RPM is very important. If the lathe is turning too
fast the tool will skip. He suggested around 500 600 RPM is optimum.
For an end grain spiral cutting on the centre line,
start at the centre of the piece and work towards
the outside. The maximum angle is 45°, after which
the cutter teeth will counter cut each other and the
cutter will jump.
Box Making
Michael demonstrated a unique and different way of
making a small box with spiral design inside the
bottom. He formed the top first and parted it off.
Then he textured the outside bottom of the box
before reversing it in the chuck and hollowing it out
with Forstner bit leaving a very thick wall to form
an outside pattern later. He suggested using more
accurate carbide Forster bits to get a truer hole.
He then used a sanding mandrel made from a piece
continued on page 10

• Use a foot switch on your grinder when sharpening your tools. You will be able to
hold a tool in place with both hands and then turn on the power. The result: less
metal loss, more accurate free-hand sharpening.
• To create an interesting bowl shape, curved draw line on a sheet and hold a mirror
against it to show a creative bowl profile.
• Keep a group of calipers with the different dimensions near the lathe so you can
make measurements on your piece without needing to set the caliper each time.
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Michael Mocho from Albuquerque, New Mexico
continued from page 9
of hardwood, turned slightly smaller that the diameter of the hole so the sanding cloth placed in a slit
in the mandrel would go inside the hole to sand it.
The inside could be finished with friction polish
using the same mandrel principle.
The top piece was then placed in the chuck and
formed to fit the top of the bottom piece. The bottom piece was the pressed against the top piece
with the tailstock. The outside profile was then
formed as a spindle type turning.
Subtractive Forming of a Box Profile
After the basic shape of the box had been formed,
the box was removed from the lathe and fluting was
cut in the outside profile by different methods. It is
necessary to anticipate the cross section of the
design you are creating. The design forms are
made basically by removing wood with different
cutting, grinding, or sanding processes. The most
impressive of these was a sanding device that
Michael has made to fit the tool post hole. This
device used a sanding belt that ran from a driving
drum with a wooden MT#2 adapter in the head-

stock drive spindle.
Using different sized tips on this sanding device,
various sizes of cutaways created unique arches
and coves in the outside surface of the box. He also
showed how this same type of device could be
made to fit a drill press creating a multitude of
other design opportunities.
In my opinion, Michael is a master innovator. There
is not enough room in this newsletter to explain all
the unique tools, adapters, jigs and other devices
he uses to create the curves, designs and other pattern shapes that otherwise would be almost impossible to develop.

The spiralled inside
was made by gluing
in a textured
disk later.
Marco photo

You just had to be there to appreciate all of
Michael’s techniques.

Turning 101 Workshops
Workshops will be held on the following dates
Saturday, October 25, 2008 Will be a “Spindle Turning”,
between centres project covering basic tool control, turning a
blank round, and cutting beads and coves.
Saturday, November 29 2008 Will be “Making a Christmas
Ornament”.
Each workshop starts promptly at 9:00 AM at the Sapperton
Pensioners Hall - 318 Keary St, New Westminster.
To participate in these sessions you must be a paid up member of
the Greater Vancouver Woodturners Guild, and you must supply
your own tools and supplies. The cost of wood is included in the
registration fee.
The registration fee is $25.00 per workshop if you bring your own
lathe. The GVWG has four lathes that are available to rent on a first
come first served basis, for an extra $10.00 per session, ($35 total)
To register, contact Gerry Vickers at gb_vickers@shaw.ca or by
phone at 604-463-0760 leave your phone number and email address
so that he can contact you with a list of tools required.

Ray Schifferns
Hollow Xmas Ornament
Maple & Cherry Varnish

To Register Contact Gerry Vickers @ 604-463-0760
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
Burl Platter - Bigleaf Maple
Tung Oil - Dennis Cloutier

Bowl Maple Haley Smith Class
project -Kerry Deane-Cloutier

Mosque Box Myrtle Boiled
Linseed Oil & Wax -Jay Mapson

Bowl Myrtlewood 19cm x 7cm
Wax - Keith Hudson

2in x 5in - Oil
-Al Koehn

Another Dog Maple Burl Walnut
-Art Liestman

Ring Box 5cm x 8cm Poplar
Lacquer -Merv Graham
Bowl Willow Burl 25cm x 10cm
Salad Bowl finish - John Woods

Box 23cm x 7cm x 11cm Sappelli
Leather Dye & Wax- B. Campbell

Beaded Platter Figured Maple
Wipe-on Poly -Allan Cusworth

Tooth Pick Holders Maple &
Walnut Wax-Keith Hudson

Candle Pots Willow Laburnum &
Found Wood - Doug Schop
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
Pine Bowl 17cm x 7cm Denim
Pine Lacquer -Merv Graham

Hollow Form Buckeye Salad Bowl
& Analine Dye -Rich Schmid

Finial Box African Blackwood &
Aluminum Wax -B Campbell

Coloured Vessel Arbutus &
Aluminum Paint & Ink -B Campbell

Segemented Bowl Black Palm &
Zebrawood Tung Oil -Ross Pilgrim

Salt Shaker 7cm x 13cm Bigleaf
Maple Tung Oil -Dennis Cloutier
A Boat Afloat Cherry Graeme
Priddle Class -Peter McLaren

Hill of Beans Poplar Acrylics
Class Demo -Art Liestman

Vase Maple Burl Lacquer &
Carnuba -Mitchell Visser

Weed Pot Banksia Pod Hut
-Bill Thomas

Small Bowl Dogwood Tung Oil &
Wax -Doug Schop
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
Abdone Form Maple Paint & Tung
Oil -B. Campbell & G. Priddle

Bowl Spalted Maple 30cm x
10cm Claphams -Peter McLaren

Elm Flower Elm 20cm Claphams Peter McLaren

Tooth Pick Holder Spalted Maple
& Holly Wax -Keith Hudson

Segmented Bowl Tiger & Wenge
Tung Oil -Ross Pilgrim

Boat Maple Acrylic paint Graeme
Priddle Class -B Campbell

Due to space limitations 6
items have been left out of
the TURNERS GALLERY
Bulbous Maple Burl Walnut
Compwood Oil & Varnish -Art

Box Turned Knob Fir Steveston
Cannery Oil -Marco Berera

PRESIDENTS
CHALLENGE
Yo-Yo Maple & Walnut - Oil
-Marco Berera

Yo-Yo Maple - Dye & Poly
-Neil Elmer
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Graeme Priddle Woodburner

GVWG Officers,
Appointees
and Volunteers
PRESIDENT

Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604-468-0605
VICE PRESIDENT

Larry Stevenson

604-438-3947

SECRETARY

Claudia Hayward

604-462-7597

TREASURER

Merv Graham

604-272-3525

MEMBERS AT LARGE

Jim Johnson
Peter McLaren
Steve Hansen
Clayton MacGregor
Allan Cusworth
Georges Leroux

604-937-3275
604-533-1939
604-585-0638
604-430-5075
604-534-6223
604-541-4710

LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS ADVISOR

Don Hoskins

604-939-6808

EDUCATIONAL COORDINATORS
McLaren photo

Woodburner made by Peter McLaren at Graeme’s
class in July, using a NAPA Battery Charger.
See our September newsletter for the wiring diagram
and further information.

Marco Berera
Steve Hansen
Larry Stevenson
LIBRARIAN

Rich Schmid

ROUGHED OUT BOWLS Large assortment to
choose from ranging from 6” to 10” in Maple,
English Walnut, Acacia, Plum, Box Elder and
Apple. All are dry & ready for final turning.
$1.00 per inch diameter.
Contact Colin at 604-576-1172
or cdelory@telus.net.

604-538-7012

FOOD CHIEF

Lance Rossington

Classifieds For Sale

604-274-7594
604-585-0638
604-438-3947

604-462-9985

FOF COORDINATOR

Clayton MacGregor

604-430-5075

TURNING 101

Gerry Vickers

604-463-0760

NEWSLETTER

Barry Wilkinson
604-536-6870
Allan Cusworth
604-534-6223
acusworth@telus.net
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY

JET 14 INCH BAND SAW with riser that needs
some loving care.
$150.00
Contact: Don Hoskins at 604-939-6808
or dhoskins@shaw.ca

Georgette McLaren
John Weir

604-533-1939
604-524-5831

WEBMASTER

Ivan Cvekic

604-275-8459

